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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.An interactive computer code, written with a readily
available software program, Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) is presented
which displays 3 D oblique plots of a conserved scalar distribution downstream of jets mixing with a
confined crossflow, for a single row, double rows, or opposed rows of jets with or without flow area
convergence and/or a non-uniform crossflow scalar distribution. This project used a previously
developed empirical model of jets mixing in a confined crossflow to create an Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet that can output the profiles of a conserved scalar for jets injected into a confined
crossflow given several input variables. The program uses multiple spreadsheets in a single
Microsoft Excel notebook to carry out the modeling. The first sheet contains the main program,
controls for the type of problem to be solved, and convergence criteria. The first sheet also provides
for input of the specific geometry and flow conditions. The second sheet presents the results
calculated with this routine to show the effects on the mixing of varying flow and geometric
parameters. Comparisons are also made...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily will get a pleasure of studying a composed
publication.
-- Tr evor Gr eenholt DDS
A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking
at a composed pdf.
-- Elea nor e Er nser
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